
SESSION 2: Collecting as Archive

tues 28 april



in session 1, you observed and documented 
some of your “inputs” and began to brainstorm 
some frames, themes or consistent ideas that 
begin to emerge.



for our second session we will plan and 
implement two ways to archive, both physical 
and digital inputs. 



PHYSICAL

i listed a few options, but feel free to choose those you might 
have close at hand; and archival box, a shoe box, a flat file, a 
chest of drawers. you will most likely change this over time 
depending on how it serves your practice. we are taking the first 
step.

for example, my college illustration professor had “old school” 
tear sheets from magazines for reference. these can be arranged 
and stored in a simple binder with plastic sleeves or a series of 
manilla folders. richter (german painter) arranged photos for 
reference and exhibition in large folio books called his atlas.





Gerhard Richter’s Atlas, installation



Gerhard Richter’s Atlas, installation



from these images/notes, i 
could “assign” or designate 
them into a few categories:

-text/script/writing

-nostalgia, home

-antique color

-estate sale stuff

your categories don’t have 
to make sense to anyone 
but you. these are personal 
and idiosyncratic, meant for 
your reference.



TEXT

COLOR

FIGURES

TEXTILES



choreographer, Twyla Tharpe, arranges her ideas for new shows and 
projects, each in a banker’s file box, easily found at office supply stores. 

(fun fact: Andy Warhol made time capsules from these)

https://www.warhol.org/lessons/time-capsule-21-activity/


DIGITAL

at present, i organize my digital files using Google 
Drive (folders), the Clear app (for titles, lectures 
notes, artist lists, etc, quick thoughts) and tumblr.

i woefully under utilize the albums in my iphone 
photo stream, but it always (on long road trips as i 
clean out my phone) seems to have a lot of 
potential. 







Screengrabs, my MacBook Pro’s Photos application





Document and upload to 
online (studio classroom)

By thursday 30 april


